RED-Real Estate Developments control agency in New York
An area targeted for development is going to be developed sooner or later. This is inescapable but
the when and the how are uncertain. During the transition, from undeveloped to fully develop a few
get rich; most get hurt. The length of the transformation varies from a few years to several
generations. Strategies go from direct–cutting basic services and harassing to perverse operations of
criminal complicity.
The magnitude of developments is New York lately call for the constitution of an Agency that controls
the when and in the how in the transition process. The agency will observe and study moves from the
first steps of development and communicate with other agencies to stop fraudulent strategies used for
real estate agents and developers. The agency don’t try to stop the development but to warranty
humanity in its process. It will be a mediation agency with authority to negotiate improvements and
measures to smooth violence on individuals.

“When I was six years old, the one family rental houses in the area where I lived starts to be vacate. Tenants
were pushed by owners who wanted to use the land to build apartment buildings, far more profitable than one
family house rentals. This occurred in “Pueblo Nuevo” in the city limits of Madrid, Spain in 1965. A man in a hat
and a suit who looked tall from my child’s, view point, harassed my mother, my sister and I while my father was
at work.
All the houses in the community had been vacated but my family’s who resisted to move. A developer has
recently bought the land to build an apartment building and was waiting for my family to leave, we were the last
one left, to be able to get construction permission from the building department. The developers keep sending
people threatening to remove the roof tiles, demolishing the house over night if we didn’t move out. The
developers also sent threatening letters. My family ultimately choose not to leave the house in Spain despite
constant harassment until we got what the law allows, provision of another place to live. After two years of this
my family settled with the owner. My family got for less than market price an apartment in the building that was
built in the house land so we didn’t have to go to another area.”

I only remembered the event on my childhood after being assaulted in my apartment while my boyfriend was
away in 2000, at the age of 35, when I lived in the United States in an apartment on 129th St. and Convent
Avenue in Harlem, New York. I didn’t understood what was happening then, when six. Nothing intangible for
me now. The objective is clear: profit and the mechanisms fraudulent. A Two steps process:

ONE: crime concentrates. Crime concentration leaves room for real estate developers to start
working. The results are proportional to the level of concentration. The most profitable case will be an
area free of crime with a few bad spots, specific buildings, targets. The presence of Police in the streets
increases. Perhaps the presence of police in the street pushed crime indoors, to the non-secure
buildings. Or perhaps police efforts are not directed toward domestic crime, which is less visible than
street crime…. The result is paradoxical; it is safe to walk in the streets but dangerous to be indoors.
TWO: crime enters the building. By not caring about security, real estate agents and landlords
allow crime into targeted buildings. The crime inside buildings is not understood as a public threat. The
inside of a building – indoors and private—does not appear to be the clear responsibility or jurisdiction
of government forces. It is also hard to recognize that home sweet home is the most dangerous place
to be… By cleaning up crime in the street and bringing it into buildings, the neighborhood appears safe
and new residents can start filling up the new condos.

This is a rough simplification of a very complex junction of forces that you can look about in detail
in the book: Rape New York, a story of a Rape and an Examination of a Culture of Predation.
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CAMPAIGN TO CHANGE THE METHOD OF DELIVERING MAIL IN SPAIN, DUE TO
CRIMINALS ENTERING THE BUILDING SAYING IS THE MAIL-MAN

